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S.1 Experiment 1

Figure S.1: Pay-to-Plan Treatment Emails, Week 1

$1 Plan-Making Incentive

$2 Plan-Making Incentive
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Figure S.2: Pay-to-Code Treatment Emails, Week 1

$2 Coding-Task Incentive

$5 Coding-Task Incentive
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Figure S.3: Combined and Control Group Emails, Week 1

Combined Treatment ($1 Plan-Making and $2 Coding-Task Incentive)

Control Group
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Figure S.4: Weekly Reminder Email, All Groups
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S.2 Experiment 2

S.2.1 Part 1

Figure S.5: Eligibility Screen
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Figure S.6: If Ineligible Screen

If participants had participated in the study at an earlier date, they were shown this
screen and excluded from participating.

Figure S.7: Consent Form
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Figure S.8: Attention Check (first attempt)

Figure S.9: Attention Check (second attempt)

If participants answered the attention check question incorrectly the first time, they
saw this screen which warned them that failure to enter the sequence correctly would
remove them from the study.
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Figure S.10: Instructions, Screen 1
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Figure S.11: Understanding Questions for Instructions, Screen 1

Figure S.12: Instructions, Screen 2
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Figure S.13: Understanding Questions for Instructions, Screen 2

Figure S.14: Instructions, Screen 3
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Figure S.15: Instructions, Screen 4
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Figure S.16: Instructions, Screen 5

Figure S.17: Understanding Questions for Instructions, Screen 5
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Figure S.18: Multiple Price List Attention Check
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Figure S.19: Example Multiple Price List Instructions with Incentive Level of
$12 and Delay of 2 Days

This figure shows the text that appears on the screen of a multiple price list deci-
sion. (The next figure shows the actual multiple price list that participants faced.)
Participants saw a version of these screen 16 times for every combination of the four
possible incentives and four possible delays. Each participant saw either the block of
high-incentive MPLs or the block of low-incentive MPLs first; within each block, the
MPLs were randomized. In addition to the instruction text, the page has a clickable
button between the instructions and the multiple price list which summarizes infor-
mation about the reminder emails and payment; the figure above shows what it looks
like when the button has been pressed.
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Figure S.20: Example Multiple Price List with Incentive Level of $12 and Delay
of 2 Days

This figure shows the multiple price list that participants saw on the same screen as
the text in the previous figure. This is the high-incentive treatment; the low-incentive
version of this multiple price list has a maximum bonus of $4 and increments by $0.25,
instead of a maximum bonus of $12 and increments of $0.75 as above.
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Figure S.21: Part 2 Information: No reminder emails

Participants who would not receive reminder emails were shown a version of this screen
after completing the 16 multiple price list screens; the part 2 bonus and availability
was randomly selected and varies across participants.

Figure S.22: Part 2 Information: Reminder emails

Participants who would receive reminder emails were shown a version of this screen
after completing the 16 multiple price list screens; the part 2 bonus and availability
was randomly selected and varies across participants.
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Figure S.23: Link Screen: No reminder emails

Participants who would not receive reminder emails were shown this screen at the end
of part 1 of the study.

Figure S.24: Link Screen: Reminder emails

Participants who would receive reminder emails were shown this screen at the end of
part 1 of the study.
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Figure S.25: Demographic Information
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Figure S.26: Final Screen

Participants saw their MTurk payment code as their final screen before exiting the
study.
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S.2.2 Part 2

Figure S.27: Eligibility Screen

This is the screen in which the participant entered their MTurk ID. In order to proceed,
the participant had to enter the MTurk ID they used for part 1 of the study.

Participants were then asked for their demographic information on screens iden-
tical to those in Figure S.25.
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Figure S.28: If Ineligible Screen

If a participant entered an MTurk ID that did not match one used for part 1 of the
study, they saw this screen and were automatically screened out.

Figure S.29: Introduction Screen

Participants received this introduction after the eligibility check. The bonus amount
shown was the bonus randomly assigned to them in part 1 of the study. Participants
who took more than one hour to complete the study were treated as not having
completed part 2 of the study.
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Figure S.30: Instructions for Gambles over Money

The order was randomized such that some participants saw the gambles over money
first, while other participants saw the gambles over lottery tickets first.

Figure S.31: Example Question about Gambles over Money

Participants answered 20 questions similar to the one shown here.
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Figure S.32: Instructions for Gambles over Lottery Tickets

Figure S.33: Example Question about Gambles over Lottery Tickets

Participants answered 20 questions similar to the one shown here.
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Figure S.34: Attention Check Question

Participants were asked the above attention check question to assess whether they
were paying attention, but this question did not affect payments in any way.

Figure S.35: Final Screen

Participants saw this screen before exiting the survey. The bonus amount shown was
based on the bonus randomly assigned to them in part 1 of the study.
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S.3 Experiment 3

Figure S.36: Introduction Screen

Participants were informed of the browser and device restrictions of the study, and
were advised to maximize the size of the browser window.

Figure S.37: Browser or Device Ineligibility Screen

If participants had opened the study on a mobile phone or on browser other than
Chrome or Firefox, they were shown this screen and excluded from participating.

Figure S.38: Attention Check (first attempt)
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Figure S.39: Attention Check (second attempt)

If participants answered the attention check question incorrectly the first time, they
saw this screen which warned them that failure to enter the sequence correctly would
remove them from the study.

Figure S.40: Prolific ID Entry
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Figure S.41: Consent Form
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Figure S.42: Instructions, Screen 1
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Figure S.43: Instructions, Screen 2

(a) Length Arm

(b) Discernibility Arm

Participants saw one of the above instruction screens, depending on the arm they were
assigned to.
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Figure S.44: Instructions, Screen 3

(a) Length Arm

(b) Discernibility Arm

Participants saw one of the above instruction screens, depending on their arm.
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Figure S.45: Comprehension Questions, Screen 3

(a) Length Arm

(b) Discernibility Arm

On the same screen as Figure S.44, participants answered one of the sets of compre-
hension questions above depending on their arm. If at least one of the questions was
answered incorrectly, the participant was removed from the study.
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Figure S.46: Multiple Price List Attention Check

Participants saw one last attention check, in which they were asked to click “con-
tinue” without making any choices to demonstrate they were reading the instructions.
Participants who selected a choice were automatically removed from the study. The
screen above was presented to participants in the discernibility arm; participants in
the length arm saw the same table, but with the headers “100 Equations +” and “10
Equations +”.
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Figure S.47: Multiple Price List Instructions

(a) Length Arm
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(b) Discernibility Arm

Participants saw one of the above instruction screens, depending on the arm they were
assigned to.
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Figure S.48: Multiple Price Lists

This figure shows the multiple price list that participants in the length arm saw on
the same screen as the text in Figure S.47. Participants in the discernibility arm saw
the same display, but with the headers in Figure S.46, i.e., “60% or 40% correct +”
and “95% or 5% correct +”.
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Figure S.49: Block 1 Start Screen

After completing the MPLs, participants were told the randomly assigned reward for
accurate answers before starting the first block.

Figure S.50: Task Examples

(a) Baseline
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(b) Easier Length Version

(c) Easier Discernibility Version

This figure shows examples of the three types of tasks that participants faced. Par-
ticipants in the length arm saw the task types in (a) and (b), and participants in the
discernibility arm saw the task types in (a) and (c).
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Figure S.51: End of Block 1

(a) No Feedback, Both Length and Discernibility Arms

(b) Feedback, Length Arm

(c) Feedback, Discernibility Arm

After completing the tasks in block 1, participants saw one of the screens above,
depending on their arm and whether they were randomly assigned to receive
feedback on their performance.

Figure S.52: Screen Before Second Set of MPLs
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Figure S.53: Multiple Price Lists, Feedback

If participants were in the feedback treatment, the MPL screen preceding block 2
included the sentence beginning “Recall that...” and the table of expected earnings.
(This is an example of a participant in the length arm; for a participant in the dis-
cernibility arm, the table headings were “60% or 40% correct equations” and “95%
or 5% correct equations.”) If the participant was not in the feedback treatment, the
instructions were identical to Figure S.47. The MPLs themselves were identical to
those in block 1, as pictured in Figure S.48.40



Figure S.54: Demographic Information
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Figure S.55: Final Screen

(a) If the chosen task was not determined by choices in the MPL

(b) If the chosen task was determined by choices in the MPL

Participants saw one of the above screens that displayed their study outcomes. If the
task selected to count for payment was not one whose type was determined by the
participant’s decisions in the multiple price lists, the participant saw the top panel.
If the task selected to count for payment was one whose type was determined by the
participant’s decisions in the multiple price lists, the participant saw the bottom panel.
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